
PSC205 (Spring 2012): Problem Set 10

PSC 205

April 20, 2012

This assignment must be turned in to the TA in hard-copy by the be-
ginning (�rst �ve minutes) of lab on April 27, 2012. As always, you must
complete the homework individually. Assignments turned in late will be
penalized one point for each day they are late; after seven days, they will
receive a grade of zero.

For each question show your work, and any associated R input and out-
put. If the question asks to create a plot, you must include both the R code
used to create the plot and the output of the plot.

Remember to follow the instructions in the �Homework Style Guide�
when writing and formatting your responses. Failure to adhere to those
rules will result in lost points.

Problem 1

Download the data �le anes2008.rda from the course Blackboard page, and
load it into your R workspace with the command load("anes2008.rda").

1. (0.5 points) Use the table command to make a crosstab of the rela-
tionship between respondent's race (anes2008$race) and party iden-
ti�cation (anes2008$partyid).

2. (0.5 points) From the crosstab, calculate the marginal probabilities for
race and party ID.

3. (0.5 points) Use the marginal probabilities and the total number of
respondents to calculate the expected number of entries in each cell,
under the null hypothesis of independence.

4. (1 point) Use the expected and observed cell counts to calculate the
chi-squared (χ2) statistic. Can you reject the null hypothesis of inde-
pendence at the 95% level?
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5. (0.5 points) Use the chisq.test function in R to check your work from
above.

Problem 2

On the class survey, PSC 205 students gave responses to questions on how
many days per week they read the news and how many hours per week they
exercise. Download psc205.rda and load this data. You will be using the
columns news (News) and exercise (Exercise).

1. (0.5 point) Make a scatterplot in R with news on the x-axis and exercise
on the y-axis.

2. (1 point) Calculate the sample means and sample variances of News
and exercise.

3. (1 point) What are the equations for covariance and correlation? Us-
ing R but not the cov or cor functions, calculate the covariance and
correlation of News and TV using the formula. You should only need
to use mean, sum, sd and the mathematical operators +-*/�. You can
re-use your covariance result when calculating correlation.

4. (0.5 points) Use the cov and cor functions in R to con�rm your cal-
culations from (3).

Problem 3

Download the dataset arms.rda from the course Blackboard page, and load
it into your R workspace using the command load("arms.rda"). This will
create a data frame called arms, which has 872 observations at the country�
year level on two variables:

� power, a scale ranging from 0 to 1 measuring the country's military
strength in the given year

� transfers, the total value of that country's arms exports in the given
year

Use this dataset and R to answer the following questions.

1. (1 point) Calculate the covariance of power and transfers, variance
of power, and the means of power and transfers. Using these val-
ues calculate the slope and intercept in the least squares prediction
equation (Agresti (4th), p. 261).
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2. (2 points) Use the lm command to run a regression with power as
the independent variable and transfers as the dependent variable.
Report and interpret your results: what is the relationship between
military power and arms exports?

3. (1 point) Make a scatterplot of the relationship, including the estimated
regression line. Does the relationship appear to be linear?

1 Bonus

(1 point) The New York Times is reporting that their latest poll shows that
Americans are evenly divided in their support for Obama and Romney. The
CBS News / NY Times poll on 4/13-4/17 reported that the 46 percent of
registered voters would vote for Romney (n2 = 852). The CBS News /
NY Times poll in March (3/7-3/11) reported that 44 percent of registered
voters would vote for Romney (n1 = 878). Can you reject the claim that
the proportion of people who will vote for Romney is the same in April as
in March at the 95 percent level?1

Pay attention to the standard error that you use.

1Polling data from Real Clear Politics.
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http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/04/19/timescast-poll-finds-opening-for-romney/
http://www.realclearpolitics.com/epolls/2012/president/us/general_election_romney_vs_obama-1171.html
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